A Method of Acquiring Dynamic Road Roughness Based on Vehicle-Road Vertical Coupling
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Abstract: A method of acquiring dynamic road roughness was proposed. At first, road elevation data was measured and road surface spectrum was analyzed. Secondly, the simplified interaction dynamic model of quarter vehicle and the Euler-Bernoulli beam road, visco-elastic Kelvin foundation were built to obtain the wheel dynamic load. In its effect, the beam bending vibration differential equations was built, and road surface vertical displacement solution was acquired by integral transform method under the action of vehicle-road vertical coupling. These were the basis of article study and the important issues. Finally, the dynamic road roughness was analyzed by applying stochastic process theory and the linear superposition method. The conclusion was that the dynamic road roughness was linear superposition on the initial road roughness and road vertical displacement. What was proposed the concept on dynamic road roughness is an important innovation in the vehicle-road dynamics field. This method provided a more accurate road excitation in the course of the vehicle-road dynamic simulation analysis.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the process of vehicle running, the change of road excitation will be inevitably caused due to the interaction between vehicle and the road. The change of road surface excitation is called dynamic road roughness in this paper, it can accurately predict the interaction between road surface and vehicle dynamic load characteristics. On the one hand, it is an important input of vehicle ride comfort and durability, on the other hand it is an important input of road characteristics’ research, this can analyze fatigue characteristics on the ground accurately, so researching vehicle-road coupling of road pavement excitation has important theoretical and engineering significance. In the way of vehicle-road interaction research, many scholars have made important conclusions and method, the literature [1] analyzed the influence of the interaction on car road pavement dynamic characteristics and obtained analytical solution and numerical solution of pavement response. The literature [2-5] studied the cars-pavement sub-grade system dynamics problems, analyzed the impact of different parameters on the dynamic response of pavement, but it didn’t offer the influence of the vehicle-road coupling to road roughness. Literature [6-8] simulated road roughness accurately, but it did not consider the pavement deformation caused by road roughness change and did not study the method for determining the dynamic road roughness. Inspired by the previous literature, this paper puts forward vertical-road coupling dynamic access method of road roughness, the method of the dynamic road roughness can provide more accurate pavement incentive for vehicle dynamics simulation and vehicle fatigue durability researches.

2. ROAD SPECTRUM ACQUISITION TEST

For typical road roughness, this paper uses road spectrum integrated test system as shown in Fig. (1) and adopts the arrangement check-out car front beam of the laser sensor to eliminate the influence of body posture to the result of the measurement, the acceleration sensor and car arrangement of inertial system are layout on the beam. when testing, totally 9 laser sensors are decorated on the beam, the resolution of which is 0.01 mm, the range of which is 200 mm, the accuracy or bias is 0.1%, the sampling frequency of the wheel track is up to 16 kHz. The range of the speed measuring of the system is 20 km/h to 120 km/h. By using the testing system, we take the road roughness measurement on five kinds of typical roads listed in Table 1, Fig. (2) shows a result of a three-level road test.

The roughness measurements of the road are usually the high profile data sequence q on a road, in general, the road roughness which accords with normal distribution and also with ergodicity is stationary random process of each state traversal. Assume that the road without a steep slope, the abnormal damage and so on, we can take the road profile curve as a Gaussian process, statistical characteristics of road surface can be expressed by the power spectrum of surface elevation, the road power spectral density can be expressed as following,
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\[ G_q(n) = G_q(n_0) \left( \frac{n}{n_0} \right)^{-w_1} \quad n \leq n_0 \]

\[ G_q(n) = G_q(n_0) \left( \frac{n}{n_0} \right)^{-w_2} \quad n > n_0 \]

(1)

Table 1. Experimental sample sections information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Highway Grade</th>
<th>Sample Section</th>
<th>The Length of the Road/m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level one</td>
<td>LiaoningG304: Xinmin-A sliding door</td>
<td>2809</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level two</td>
<td>LiaoningS212: The pine tree-Gaizhou</td>
<td>3546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level three</td>
<td>Heilongjiang: Daotaizi-Tuanshanzi</td>
<td>2350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level four</td>
<td>Jiling: Elm-Birch survey</td>
<td>2330</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. (1). Road roughness test system schematic.

3. VEHICLE-ROAD COUPLING DYNAMIC MODEL BUILDING

3.1. Coupling Dynamics of a Quarter Car Model

Most road cars biaxial cars, the road for the four input to it and the actual pavement has isotropic characteristics. We can think that the wheel track around are the same. Without considering the pitch movement the vehicle model can be simplified into a quarter model as shown in Fig. (3). A quarter car model based on the analysis of automotive vertical vibration is reasonable, usually as a research to encourage car response under road roughness model of a vehicle [4].

In the graph, \( z_v \) is load vertical displacement, \( z_t \) is the vertical displacement of the sprung, \( z_0 \) is road roughness incentives. \( M_s \) is sprung mass, \( M_t \) is the sprung mass, \( K_s \) is the suspension stiffness, \( K_t \) is tire stiffness, \( C_s \) is suspension damping, \( C_t \) is tire damping.

By Newton's laws of motion, car model as shown in Fig. (4), can derive the following motion equation.

\[ M_s \ddot{z}_s = K_t(z_s - z_t) - K_s(z_t - z_s) + C_s(\dot{z}_s - \dot{z}_t) - C_t(\dot{z}_s - \dot{z}_0) \]
The quality system can be obtained by the laws of Cramer, double frequency response function of response function matrix.

A smooth process of input, the output of the linear time invariant system is also a smooth process. So motion is a smooth process of input, the output of the linear time invariant system is also a smooth process. Therefore, the system frequency response function matrix has the following relationships:

\[
S_{xy}(\omega) = |H_x(\omega)|^2 S_{zz}(\omega)
\]

\[
S_{zy}(\omega) = |H_z(\omega)|^2 S_{zz}(\omega)
\]

3.2. Random Dynamic Load and Statistical Features

By type (6 b), the power spectral density of random dynamic load is shown as type 9.

\[
S_{z}(\omega) = (K_s^2 + C_s \omega^2) |H_z(\omega)|^2 S_{zz}(\omega)
\]

3.3. The Road Model

The load of vehicles on the road, assuming for flat surface, of point source is taken as the effect of random load, the road is simplified two parts of Kirchhoff plate road pavement and viscoelastic Kelvin foundation. The section of road longitudinal direction, namely, vehicle speed direction, for thickness h of thin plate and elastic and damping elements is shown in Fig. 4. Assumptions includes that the vehicles on the road keep straight at a constant speed, and the tires and the road maintain contacts without jumping out, its quality as the uniform moving vehicles, and beam boundary is simply supported at both ends.

Ignoring the beam damping force and the beam bending vibration differential equation by Dalembert's principle can be established.

\[
EI \frac{\partial^4 z}{\partial x^4} + K_z \frac{\partial z}{\partial t} + C \frac{\partial z}{\partial t} + m \frac{\partial^2 z}{\partial t^2} - F(t) = 0
\]

In the type, \(z_r\) is the vertical displacement, \(E\) is pavement modulus of elasticity, \(I\) is the section modulus, \(m\) is per unit length of the road surface quality, \(K\) is reaction modulus of foundation, \(C\) is the foundation damping coefficient, \(x\) is forward displacement vehicles, \(t\) is travel time.
According to the foregoing assumptions, initial boundary conditions of Euler Bernoulli beam bending equation is as follows.

When \( t = 0 \), \( z_r (x, t) = 0 \), \( \frac{\partial z}{\partial t} = 0 \), \( \lim_{t \to 0} \frac{\partial^2 z}{\partial t^2} = 0 \).

\( (n=0,1,2,3) \), transforming type variable \( t \) for Laplace, and type 10 changed is the type 11.

\[
EI \frac{d^4 z}{dx^4} + K \frac{d^2 z}{dx^2} + Cs \frac{dz}{dx} + ms^2 z = \hat{F}(s)
\]

(11)

Transforming type variable \( x \) for Fourier,

\[
EI e^x z_r + K \frac{dz}{dx} + Cs x z + ms^2 x = \hat{F}(s)
\]

(12)

That is,

\[
\bar{z}_r = F(s)(ms^2 + Cs + EI \omega^4 + K)^{-1}
\]

(13)

Using the Laplace inverse transformation, at the same time, using the convolution theorem, we can get the following.

\[
\bar{z}_r = F(t) \times L^{-1} \left[ (s^2 + \frac{C}{m} s + \frac{EI}{m} \omega^4 + K)^{-1} \right]
\]

(14)

Making,

\[
\begin{align*}
& a = \frac{C}{m} \\
& b = \frac{1}{4m} \sqrt{C^2 + 4mEI \omega^4 + 4mK}
\end{align*}
\]

(15)

By Laplace transform table, the type 16 is available.

\[
\bar{z}_r = \hat{F}(t) \times \left[ \frac{1}{2b} \{ \exp(a \beta \frac{\omega}{2}) \exp(-b \beta) \} \right]
\]

(16)

Defined by the convolution is obtained.

\[
z_r = \int_\tau F(\tau) \left[ \frac{1}{2b} \{ \exp(a \beta \frac{\omega}{2}) \exp(-b \beta) \} \right] d\tau
\]

(17)

To Fourier inverse transformation on above type, we can obtain the parameter of \( z_r \).

\[
z_r = \frac{1}{4\pi} \int_\tau F(\tau) \left[ \frac{1}{b} \{ \exp(a \beta \frac{\omega}{2}) \exp(-b \beta) \} \right] d\tau
\]

(18)

By the analytic the formula of road surface vertical displacements on the condition to interaction load between the moving vehicle and the road pavement, road pavement vertical displacement is obtained with a numerical calculation method of random data.

4. Dynamic Road Roughness

The original surface roughness \( z_0 \) is related to a benchmark of road surface elevation, it is objective existence and stationary Gaussian process. And road surface vertical displacement value \( z_r \) is under the wheel with motor load, as a random process. For judging the stability, making \( \beta = t - \tau \), the vertical response \( z_r \) of pavement structure beam of the mean \( E[z_r (t)] \) and autocorrelation function \( R_z(t_1,t_2) \) can be represented.

\[
E[z_r (t)] = \frac{1}{4\pi} \int_\tau F(\tau) \int_\tau \frac{1}{b} \{ \exp((b-a) \beta) - \exp(-b \beta) \} d\beta d\omega
\]

(19)

\[
R_z(t_1,t_2) = \int_\tau \{ \exp((b-a) \beta) \exp(-b \beta) \} d\beta d\omega
\]

(20)

In type 19 and 20, the mean value is a function of time \( t \), autocorrelation function is associated with \( t_1, t_2 \), so the vehicle movement and the surface vertical displacement \( z_r \) generated by dynamic load is non-stationary process, it is not suitable for direct description with the power spectral density but piecewise smooth processing can be performed.

At a constant speed, vehicle displacement is proportional to the time, that is \( x = vt \), it can be determined that the road beam structure maximum vertical displacement position at a point in the vehicle dynamic load point, namely, \( z_r = z_r(t) \). Thus determination of road roughness is dynamic, it can be expressed as a superposition of linear algebra of an initial relative to a datum road roughness \( z_0 \) and road vertical displacement \( z_r \), it is shown in Fig. (5), dynamic road roughness can be obtained \( \bar{z}_d = z_0 + z_r \).
**CONCLUSION**

By road roughness measurement test and road surface spectrum analysis, we put forward dynamic access method of road roughness and basically have the following conclusion.

(1) Using the 1/4 vehicle model and by Euler Bernoulli beam pavement, viscoelastic Kelvin foundation constitute a simplified road model, vehicle road vertical coupling dynamics model is established and analyzed the wheel dynamic load of initial road excitation.

(2) We set up the car road coupling beams under the action of bending vibration differential equations, integral transform method is used for road surface vertical displacement of the analytical solution and analyzed the characteristics of random then proving it is the non-stationary random process.

(3) Using the theory of stochastic process to determine the road excitation substance is the dynamic road roughness under the action of vertical-road coupling, it can be said for the initial vertical displacement of road roughness and pavement of the linear superposition.
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